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ROCK’N ROBIN PRODUCTIONS AND ABC NEWS PRESENT AN EXCLUSIVE PRIMETIME
SPECIAL ON THE RESCUE AND RECOVERY OF 17-YEAR-OLD SHARK ATTACK SURVIVOR

PAIGE WINTER

Robin Roberts to Co-Executive Produce and Host the Hour-Long Special Documenting Winter’s
Inspiring Journey Featuring Never-Before-Seen Interviews and Footage

‘Shark Attack: The Paige Winter Story with Robin Roberts’ Airs Thursday, Sept. 10 
at 10:00-11:00 p.m. EDT, on ABC

On June 2, 2019, North Carolina teenager Paige Winter was swimming in waist-deep water when
suddenly a shark attacked – and in an instant – life would never be the same. Following Winter’s
story for more than a year, Robin Roberts and ABC News chronicle her unprecedented journey:
from the harrowing attack and months of rehabilitation to the trials, tribulations and struggles. The
hour-long special features 12 months of unfettered and exclusive access to Winter and her family
who – for the first time – share their story in the hopes of inspiring others. The primetime special,
“Shark Attack: The Paige Winter Story with Robin Roberts,” airs Thursday, Sept. 10 (10:00-11:00
p.m. EDT), on ABC.  

Roberts, anchor and co-executive producer, shares with viewers this inspiring story of triumph over
adversity: from the complicated surgeries and painful therapies that followed the attack to Winter’s
first steps on her new prosthetic leg; and through all the rites of passage an American teen faces in
her senior year of high school, from homecoming and the prom to graduation. All the dramatic ups
and downs converge in one moment when Winter and her family return to the beach where she
nearly lost her life for the first time exactly one year after the attack. Roberts also sits down with
Winter for a second exclusive interview to discuss all that has happened in the year since they first
met on “Good Morning America.” 



When Winter was attacked, her father heroically beat off the predator and carried his daughter to
safety. After being airlifted to a trauma center and undergoing multiple surgeries, Winter lost two
fingers, and her left leg was amputated. Two weeks after the attack, Winter spoke to Roberts on
“GMA” about the terrifying moment she was pulled underwater and her catastrophic injuries. “I
was aware from the beginning, nothing’s gonna be the same ever again. Like, I’m still Paigey. Just a
little different,” Winter told the “GMA” co-anchor. “I got some pieces of the puzzle missing. But it’s
OK. ... I’d rather have to go through this tough journey than … not being able to use my hands. Not
being able to, like, walk.”

“Shark Attack: The Paige Winter Story” is produced by Rock’n Robin Productions and ABC News.
Robin Roberts, Joie Jacoby and John R. Green serve as executive producers, and David Sloan and
Roxanna Sherwood serve as senior executive producers.

About Rock’n Robin Productions
Headed by “Good Morning America” co-anchor Robin Roberts, Rock’n Robin Productions is a full 
service, award-winning broadcast and digital production company based in New York City creating
new and exciting programming for network, cable and online audiences. From documentaries and 
news-driven specials to entertainment and sports programming and short-form digital series, 
regular clients of RRP include ABC, ESPN, espnW, Lifetime and WebMD. For more information, go 
to www.rocknrobin.tv.

About ABC News Long Form
ABC News’ Long Form group is comprised of Lincoln Square Productions (LSP), ABC’s two-hour 
“20/20” Friday nights, the nightly program “Nightline” and ABC Documentaries, which produces 
critically acclaimed feature-length films such as John Ridley's “Let It Fall,” and “After Parkland." 
Lincoln Square Productions (LSP) specializes in deeply reported storytelling for multiple platforms 
including National Geographic, A&E, Lifetime, Hulu, ABC, Disney+, Netflix and PBS.
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